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We are Acustio. We design and manufacture acoustic furniture 
solutions for the modern office. 

Our sound-absorbing panels are work-friendly by design. Just 
imagine how comfortable work will become with our desk 
dividers, wall panels, free-standing room dividers and phone 
booths, to name just a few. 

Acustio’s flexible and functional solutions mean a shared office 
space can retain intimacy and a productive peace and quiet. It 
becomes surprisingly free from unwanted distractions, such as 
conversations, phones or noisy printers. 

Our values are simple. All Acustio products are handmade with 
love and crafted to perfection, and attention to detail is what we 
do take pride in. 



DESING ROCKS



THE PANEL.

Endlessly bindable and flexible beyond 
reason, the Rocks panel stands firmly on 
its Boomerang feet. It shares Acustio’s 
Heaven Booth philosophy so that any 
number of panels can be connected for 
unlimited comfort.

Designed in  two heights (130 and 160 
cm), the panel is the perfect ingredient of 
Rocks Wall, Rocks Desk (available in four 
different variants), the Cave (additional 
privacy within the office), and Rocks Sofa. 
Distinctively original and compellingly 
minimalist, they help create meeting 
spaces for smaller teams to sit down in 
comfort and talk in privacy.



ROCKS WALL 

A flexible room divider, Rocks Wall can be 
shaped in a variety of ways – a circle, for 
example – for a deeper peace and quiet 
both inside and outside the enclosure. 
More focus and creativity make work sound 
perfect.



ROCKS CAVE 

The high walls make it an island that 
perfectly fits one or two persons with a sense 
of necessary privacy. It is an on-demand 
solution that guarantees additional comfort 
and relaxation.



ROCKS DESK 

STANDING

63x118,5x105h 55,5x134x105h

DESKTOP SIZES:

58x128x75h 60x124,5x75h

SITTING

Simple and functional, Rocks Desk is 
available in four different options – standing 
or sitting, the walls either converging or 
diverging. A revolutionary concept that sits 
well with everyone around the office.



METAL PARTSFELT COLOUR

MAXIMUM FUCTIONALITY

5318 black white



All our projects are completed in cooperation 
with top-tier national and global distributors. 

Architects, designers and commercial real estate developers, 
please contact us at marketing@acustio.com

Our global sales and support network is at your disposal 
and will gladly provide further information and inspiration.
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